Winter ice art
art
Look for natural objects such as acorn cups, pine needles and cones.

playing through the seasons

When you get home visit: www.forestry.gov.uk/westonbirtwww.forestry.gov.uk/westonbirtseasonalplay to explain how to create winter ice art for your garden.
This activity involves putting objects into water in a cup or saucer or
shallow container with a piece of string. Put in the freezer, when
frozen, remove from container and hang up outside.
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winter

Waiting to meet you

Stick weaving
You will need to bring some string or wool with you, or you could
collect today and make at home.
Look for a forked stick on the woodland floor. Wind the wool or
string in a zig-zag from one side of the fork to the other.
As you find natural objects like leaves and winged seeds, weave

There is a special tree in every woodland just waiting to meet you!

them in. Or you could find a bendy, flexible stick, make a loop and
tie it together. Use the wool to make a framework and weave your

Find a thin stick and some wet mud. Use the stick to trace with
mud the 2, 3 or 4 main lines on your palm (alternatively use a pen to
mark these lines clearly).
Look carefully at this pattern, for the special tree you need to find
will have this pattern too.
Look for it in the big branches, in the tiny twigs or in the bark.
Some of you may have further to explore than others but your tree
will be there, waiting.

objects into this.

Tree faces

What have you spotted?

Now that the leaves have fallen off our deciduous trees, their once
hidden faces are easier to spot.
As you walk look for some faces in the trees.

! fungus

! buds

! poo

bracket fungus or bright jelly
fungus on dead branches

long ones, clusters, opposite
pairs and big sticky ones!

shiny oval-shaped droppings
from roe deer

! nest

! drey

! nuts

can you see an old bird’s nest
in the bare tree branches?

an untidy, twiggy squirrel nest
about the size of a football

can you see any squirrels or
jays looking for their stores?

! moss

! birds

! mistletoe

cushion moss in beech woods
under oaks or conifers

look for food - red berries on
hawthorn, dog rose and holly

balls of mistletoe growing in
the tree tops

! noise

! catkins

! people

woodpeckers drumming

hazel catkins in February

A tree may have only one eye showing as it mischievously winks at
you, it may have both eyes open wide, or you may only spot the nose
and mouth of a sleeping tree.
You may be able to tell how the tree is feeling – the signs are there!

Twig towers
towers

Winter scavenger hunt

Environmental artists such as Andy

How many of these winter treasures can you find? Whatever is

Goldsworthy and Chris Drury use natural

growing on a tree (such as leaves, branches, flowers and seeds), the

woodland materials to build and create

tree still needs it. Please collect only from the woodland floor.

3D art and sculpture in the woods.
Why not build your own twig tower

• Spiky, shiny holly leaves

sculpture under a tree…?

• Long tickly pine needles
• Tough, smooth leaves of an evergreen plant such as box

Gather some twigs, ready to create your

• Smooth bark of a cherry tree, with its horizontal stripes

twig tower. It could have a square base, a

• Bumpy, jigsaw pattern bark of a Scots pine

triangular base or be of your own design.

• Rough oak bark with its deep vertical cracks
• A green cone still to ripen on the tree (please leave it there)

The best place to build the tower would

• A ripe cone with open bracts

be beneath a tree as you can try to build

• A cone shorter than your thumb

the tower up to the lower branches.

• Seed catkins on birch trees
• A leaf skeleton

If there’s a very low branch then you
could build around it so that the branch
becomes part of your sculpture.
You could also use a tree trunk as support.

• A twig with two or three
different species of lichen

Winter homes
Only three of our British mammals hibernate:
hedgehogs, dormice and bats.

Blindfold tree exploring
This is a fun and interesting
way to explore trees.
Bring something you can use as a

Whilst they sleep their body temperature needs to stay cool so

blindfold with you such as a scarf.

they don't waste energy trying to keep warm.

Choose someone to lead, and
someone to wear the blindfold.

The rest of our mammals, however, need to have a warm, cosy
shelter to snuggle up in during the cold winter weather. What sort

Look for a tree that is safe to reach (no burrows or roots to trip over). The lowest branches
must be above the height of the person.

of shelter would you build for a wood mouse or bank vole? How can
you make the home as cosy as possible? Look for materials around
you, find a suitable place and build away!

Carefully lead your friend to the tree, avoiding obstacles and holes. Before they can stretch out
and reach the tree tell them to STOP. Tell them to reach out their arms, and take tiny steps
forwards until they reach the tree (you may need to help guide their hands).
Ask your friend to feel the texture of the bark, smell it, and try to hug the tree. Lead you
friend back, gently turn them around a few times so they will find it difficult to know which way
they were taken and then ask them to take the blindfold off. Can they find the tree you took
them to? Does it feel and smell the same?
Now its your turn!

Lie detector

Winter badges

As you walk through the woods look for interesting natural objects.
Now describe what it is to a friend, only you must lie!
You cannot say what it really is. You’ll be surprised at the amazing
things you’ll come across!

“The last time I was walking in the wood,
I found the sail from an ant’s windsurfer that
had fluttered down during the invertebrates
tree top windsurfing competition.

“

All you need to bring from home is a small length of thread.
Stop at a special place on your walk and look around for any fallen
natural objects that catch your attention.
Maybe they have an interesting shape, colour, texture or pattern.
Gather the objects together, binding with the thread.
Make a loop so that you can attach to a coat button, wear it in
your hair or as a winter woodland medal around your neck.
When you leave the woodland, you will be able to take your

“A little further on I found a lucky claw from a woodland oak
dragon. They occasionally lose one during their energetic winter
woodland ball, dancing all night in the moonlight. Fortunately for
them a new one soon grows back.

“

memories of that special place with you.

Collect and do at home
You can make natural dyes with different parts of a variety of
plants. Blackberries (purple), any part of an oak (brown), walnuts
(brown), nettle tops (yellow), sweet chestnut twigs (brown), conkers
(brown), elderberries (blues & purples).

playing through the seasons

Collect these on your autumn walk, then visit:
www.forestry.gov.uk/westonbirt--seasonalplay to create your own
www.forestry.gov.uk/westonbirt
woodland dyes.
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autumn

Acorn hunt
Squirrels and jays are just two of the woodland animals that store
food ready for the winter. They need to have a good memory to find
them again! Could you survive as a squirrel?
Collect 5-10 acorns from the woodland floor, from beneath an oak
tree. Find a good place to store or bury them.
Go off for a walk, then come back and see if you can find them!

Leaf crowns
Collect a variety of leaves. Select two leaves and remove the leaf
stalks. Overlap the leaves and pin together using one of leaf stalks.
Take another leaf, remove the leaf stalk, and pin. Keep going,
adding one leaf at a time until there are enough joined together to
go around your head. Use the final leaf stalk to join the first and
last leaves together.

Why not really test yourself and store the acorns on one visit to the
woodland, then look for them the next time you come!

Alternatively, prepare your crown at home - cut a strip of card, long
enough to go around your head. Add a strip of double-sided tape
and then staple or tape the card to the right size. Take your crown
with you on your walk, decorating it by adding leaves to the doublesided sticky tape as you go.

Autumn scents
Bring a plastic cup or beaker with you on the walk.
Add a dash of water and find a stick.
As you find things on the woodland floor, add to your cup, mash, stir
and smell.
Keep adding until you have created a wonderful autumn scent.
When you have finished, why not find a good place to empty your
cup – who knows, a woodland animal may come and discover it
later!

Leaf creations
What could you create for a woodland animal using just fallen leaves
and twigs?
A sleeping bag for a millipede?
A boat for a wood mouse?
An umbrella for an owl?
You can create many things by stitching the leaves together.
Here’s how to do it.
Find yourself some fallen leaves and thin but strong fallen twigs.
Overlap the leaves and use your thumbnails to carefully make a hole
through both layers. Now make a second hole near the first.
Push your thin twig down through the
first hole and up through the second.
Your leaves are now stitched
together!

Now you’ve practiced
leaf stitching you can
start creating…

Minibeasts in the mulch

Leaf storm
(best done on a dry day!)

A leafy carpet provides our woodland invertebrates with plenty of
places to shelter and hide. Find a good spot and carefully look
under the leaves. If you find fallen leaves that have rolled up,
carefully unroll the leaf, look inside and then gently place back on
the ground.

Create a large pile of fallen leaves and
then use your feet to create the sounds
of a storm.
Here’s a suggestion of what you could do:

Rhododendron leaves are great for this. You may be lucky enough to
find a black ground beetle, an earwig, a tiny slug, snail or spider!

Stand with one foot buried beneath
the leaves.
Take a small handful of leaves and
wait for the storm to arrive…

A breeze blew gently through the tree tops
… one at a time start to gently rustle the leaves with
your feet.

As it began to get stronger …. begin to rustle
more loudly

The leaves started to dance in the air and
swirl around … throw your handful of leaves
in the air

The storm had arrived! … stomp and
kick the leaves as loudly as you can!
After a while the storm passed, the
winds died down and all was calm
once more … settle back to quiet
rustling and then silence

Elf houses

What have you spotted?

Where do you think a woodland elf might like to live?
When you’ve found a suitable place create a home for them.

!

butterflies

!

harvestmen

!

owls

!

lookout

!

red admirals, speckled wood
and brimstone butterflies

!

8 legs with 1 body part, look
for them on oak bark

!

listen for tawny owls hooting
in the evening

galls

!

squirrels

!

skeletons

!

mushrooms
mushrooms

!

knopper galls, spangle galls,
marble galls or cola nut galls

watch for them gathering
acorns and other seeds

look for leaf skeletons on
the woodland floor

ivy

watch bees and butterflies
visiting ivy flowers

webs

spider webs glistening with
morning dew

birds

visiting rowan trees for a
berry feast

Look for woodland objects to help you create the doorway, or to
build the whole house with.
You could even find objects for inside the home, or create a garden.

!

be still and quite – what can
you spot?

can you find a mushroom that
has been nibbled?

badgers

look for old badger bedding
left outside the sett

Woodland snakes and autumn flowers

Scavenger
Scavenger hunt

Collect some fallen leaves of different colours.

How many of these autumn treasures can you find and collect?

Lay them in a line to create a woodland snake, slithering between
the trees, through holes and over logs (you may have to leaf stitch
these!)

A tough or shiny evergreen leaf that has been shed
The sound of a nut falling to the ground
2 different types of winged seed
A lobed leaf (like an oak leaf)
A plump sweet chestnut
An acorn in its cup
Fallen pine needles
A parachute seed
A shiny conker
A leaf with teeth
A pine cone (thick
woody scales or bracts)
A fir cone (thinner more
flexible scales or bracts)
The sound of the wind in the
tree tops
A fallen twig covered in moss
or lichen
A star-shaped leaf (look for
sycamore and maples)
10 leaves each with a different autumn colour or shade
A prickly sweet chestnut shell, opened to show the furry lining
The sound of an animal rustling in the dead leaves or undergrowth

Look for leaves of different colours to create an autumn flower.
Don’t forget to turn the leaves over – you’ll often find a different
shade or colour!

Playing through the seasons

spring

Nest challenge
Spring is the time for many birds to build a nest, ready for egg
laying and bringing up their hatched chicks.
Can you build a nest that could hold a clutch of eggs, and withstand
the wind? Look for materials on the woodland floor that you could
use – for example dried grasses, twigs, sticks, and lichen. Now find
a low fork in a tree and build your nest.

If you want to give yourself an extra challenge, try using just one
hand – the bird only has its beak after all! If there are two of you,
you could use one hand each and work together.
When you have finished, look for several small stones, cones or
other objects that could be your eggs. Place them in your nest to
see if it will hold them.
Then, with your eggs still in the nest give the branch a little shake
to see if your nest would stand up to the wind!

Journey stick
In many countries people have developed the idea of creating a
journey stick to help them tell the story of their journey to others.
It involves tying objects and colours to a stick that represent
different experiences, feelings or parts of the journey.

You will need to bring pieces of different coloured wool or thread
with you on your walk.
As you walk look for a short stick.
Then choose pieces of wool to show places,
feelings and to attach objects
to create your own journey stick.
What colour is
the sound of a
robin singing?

Spring symphony
Spring is a season full of sound. Find a quiet spot, be still and listen
for a while. You may hear woodpeckers drumming as they make
their nesting hollows, birds singing, cuckoos calling, bees buzzing,
rustles from birds or squirrels in the undergrowth, the breeze in the
tree tops or if you’re unlucky, the sound of falling rain!

Look around you on the woodland floor – what could you use to
make those sounds? Find a way to make as many spring sounds as
you can.
Then decide which order you want to play them - if you’re with a
friend, you could play different sounds at the same time.
Now you’re ready to perform your spring symphony to the woodland.
Maybe a bird or two will come and join in!

Rainbow flowers
Look out for dazzling colours in the woodland flowers.
Can you find all the colours of the rainbow? You might spot an exact
match in the spots and stripy patterns that show insects where to
land, leading them to the nectar. You might find them on the
underside of the petals or on different flower parts.

If you find flowers that have fallen from
the tree, try creating a flower rainbow!

Texture trail
How many textures can you touch?
Soggy decomposing leaves
Lacy skeleton leaves
Silky flower petals
Tickly lichen
Flexible grasses
Rough tree roots
Furry moss
Rigid bark
Brittle twigs
Prickly pine needles
Smooth flower buds
Crumbly rotten wood
Waxy evergreen leaves
Gritty soil from a mole hill
Sticky horse chestnut buds

Minibeast city
Many minibeasts (invertebrates) have
spent the winter as an egg or larvae
ready to hatch out or transform into an
adult minibeast. On a warm spring day,
many will be actively scurrying around
looking for food whilst trying
to avoid being eaten.

northeastwildlife.co.uk

Find a good place where a variety of minibeasts might like to live.
Remember not all live in dark damp places, some prefer bright
sunny glades!
Build a minibeast city using things you
find on the woodland floor, somewhere
they can hide from predators,
somewhere they can bask in the sun to
warm up and get moving, somewhere
they can find food. Why not give them
a minibeast playground too.
Next time you visit you may find some minibeasts have moved in!
northeastwildlife.co.uk

Scents of spring
You will need to bring an old container such as a yoghurt pot with
you for this activity. Look for things on the woodland floor, pick
them up, crush them or break them between your fingers and
smell. Add any smells to your pot that you like to make a spring
woodland scent. Use a stick to mash them together.
Which animals may be attracted to your woodland scent? A bumble
bee? A badger? A blackbird? You could find a place in the
woodland to leave your woodland scent, for the animals to smell as
they wander past.

What have you spotted?

frogspawn
look in lakes and streams
for frogspawn or tadpoles

bluebells
bell-shaped flowers which can
be found on the woodland floor

butterflies
peacock butterflies with deep
red wings and ‘peacock eyes’

caterpillars
big ones, fat ones, small ones
and hairy ones!

flowers

blossom

look for flowers high up in
horse chestnut trees

can you see the white blossom
of hawthorn or blackthorn?

bats
listen out for bats at dusk, you
might see them if you’re lucky

dragonflies
look for dragonflies hovering
above rivers and lakes

cones
see how many different types
of tree cones you can find

catkins
can you find any new catkins
opening for spring?

birds
birds will be out looking for
food, how many can you see?

eggs
butterfly or moth eggs
under leaves

A new world
Spring is the time for many baby animals to be born, exploring the
world for the first time.
Imagine you are a baby squirrel, vole, robin or another woodland
animal. Find a place where you might have been born. From this
place look around you – what do you see, hear, smell, or feel?
Remember what size your animal is, where they go and what they
like to do when you explore.
First steps of a caterpillar
What a delicious smell…
Good enough to eat…
This leaf so soft under
my feet,
It smells delightful!
Leaf hairs tickling my
tummy…
What a sweet aroma!
Crawling over bumpy
veins to the edge,
Wow – I’m a long
way up!
It’s a long way down!
I can’t resist this leaf…
…Chomp

Tracks in the mud
With so many new animals moving round the woodland you may be
lucky enough to see a footprint or two. Look around burrows or
places where animals would come to drink.

deer track
Find a stick and a muddy spot. Use your stick to make these
footprints in the mud.

Can you create a trail
of tracks?
You could create a trail
for a friend to follow!

At home
As you walk collect some items from the woodland floor that will
remind you of your visit fallen petals, twigs in bud blown down in the
wind, lichen, cones etc.
When you get home, find a small place in your garden or find an old
shallow container and create your own woodland spring garden.

If you have any cress,
grass or flower seeds
you could sow a glade
in your woodland
garden.

Plant any recently
fallen twigs with leaf
buds, keep them
watered and watch
the buds burst into
leaf!
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Woodland sundials and cone weather stations
On your woodland walk, pick up a thin stick and at least 12 objects
such as cones and fallen hazelnuts.

playing through the seasons

When you get home visit:
www.forestry.gov.uk/westonbirt--seasonalplay to discover how to
www.forestry.gov.uk/westonbirt
make your sundial
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summer

Woodland windows
As you walk in the woodland you may find a woodland window – a
place to look through at the woods beyond. A window in the leaves,
between the branches, or a knot hole that lets you peer inside the
tree itself. Be still for a while and look – you may discover some
surprising finds.

You could build your own window
that you can take with you on
your walk. Look for sticks and
long grasses, then bind the
sticks into a window frame
using the grasses.

Minibeasts on the move
Have you ever wondered where a bee
buzzes to? Or where an ant trail leads?
When you spot a bee visiting a flower,
wait and then follow where it goes.
Make sure to watch out for obstacles
though because a bee can reach some
places more easily than you!

If you find a trail of ants, follow it forwards and backwards. Where
have they been and where are they going?
Minibeast races
If your are exploring in a group, why not split into teams and create
your own minibeast races with your bodies. You could race as an
insect such as a beetle running on 6 legs, or as an 8-legged spider
or a millipede with many more legs!

Trails to summer treasures
Explore a small area of the
woodland, looking for several
secret summer places.
You might find a special scent,
colour, sound, an animal’s home,
and more.

Dandelion secrets
Find an area where many dandelions are
growing and pick one. Look at the stem
– a white liquid or sap will be oozing out.
You can use this white sap as an invisible ink!
Just draw on a piece of paper using the stem sap. It will be very
difficult to read. Leave to dry and your picture or message will then
be clear to see!

Now collect some fallen sticks
and mark out a trail to these
treasures using the sticks.

If you are in a group, you could
split into two teams and set a
trail for each other.
Maybe other visitors to the
woodland will follow your trail too!
Be careful when handling dandelions, as the sap can occasionally cause skin irritation in people
with very sensitive skin, and may also stain clothes, so use with care!

Shadow play

Scavenger hunt

Have you ever been a shadow watcher? Look at the shadows on the
woodland floor, and you will see all sorts of magical pictures. You
may find a shadow beast, a giant’s stairway and much more!
Find a sunny glade or path. Use your hands, cones, grasses and
other things to create shadow pictures on the ground.

Before you leave the
sunny glade or path, why
not have a game of
shadow tag and try to
avoid your shadow being
trodden on!

How many of these summer treasures can you find?
Whatever is growing on a tree (such as leaves, branches, flowers
and seeds), the tree still needs it. Please collect only from the
woodland floor.
‘They love me, they love me not’ daisy
Green hazelnuts and hazelnut shells
‘What time is it?’ dandelion clock
A leaf munched by a caterpillar
An untidily eaten cone (squirrel)
A neatly nibbled cone (mouse)
Colourful wing or tail
feather
White, fluffy downy
feather
A buttercup butter
tester
Petals with spots or
stripes
Scented petals
Blackberries
4 - leaf clover
Flower bud cases
5 different grasses

Blindfold exploring
This is a fun and interesting way to explore the summer woodland.
Bring something you can use as a blindfold with you or just keep
your eyes shut!
Find a sunny woodland glade with interesting places and plants to
explore. Lead your friend to each spot, carefully taking them around
any obstacles or holes. Ask them to touch, listen or smell, depending
on what’s there to explore.
See if your friend can tell when they move from the sunny spots to
the shade, or from grass to soil.

Song of the wood
Find a quiet place to sit and listen. Even on a still summer day you
will be able to hear the song of a summer wood. Each day it is new
and different.
Can you hear:
Chirping grasshoppers
Breezes in the tree tops
Buzzing bees, buzzing wasps
Rustles in the grasses
Croaking frogs
What do you think the trees, flowers, animals and summer breeze
are saying to each other?

Tree giants

What have you spotted?

In each woodland, standing proud and strong will be a family of tree
giants. Have you met the tallest of them all? Using this tree
measuring activity will help you find and meet that tree giant.

!
Find a tree that you
think is a tree giant,
and face away from
the tree. Look upside
down between your
legs and move
forwards or
backwards until you
can see the top of
the tree.
Count how many
steps or paces it
is to the tree trunk.

moths

!

ladybirds

!

noise

!

damage

!

can you see a hummingbird
hawk moth?

!

count the spots and look for
different species

!

how many sounds can you
hear? frogs, birds, bees…

birds

!

butterflies

!

aphids

!

squirrels

!

fledged blue tits, great tits
and woodpeckers

find them on flowers uncurling
their proboscis to drink

find aphids and their sticky
honeydew on leaves

feathers

look for feathers on the
floor from summer moults

pollinators

bees, butterflies and hoverflies
visiting flowers

pond

damselflies and dragonflies
can be found near ponds

This is how tall the
tree giant is.
Can you find one
even taller?

!

look for trees that have been
damaged by deer antlers

grey squirrels feeding on
green hazelnuts

smell

can you smell the rotten scent
of a stinkhorn mushroom?

